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User Engagement

News and events, 
leadership  

announcements, 
program changes, 
and “How-To” or 
training material

Tools and Techniques 
Products to package and deliver 

content 

User Engagement Snapshots
Baseline planning for engagement tactics, including content, channels, audience

Audience
Receiver

Members of any 
population segment or 
community, including 
scientists, educators, 

or policy-makers

Delivery
Channels through which content is 

conveyed

Content
Substance of material              

to be conveyed

Others include workshops, 
seminars, videos, case studies
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User Engagement
Possible user engagement techniques: 
1.Online User Surveys 
2.Focus Groups/One-on-One Interviews
3.Email Newsletters 
4.Handout Communication Products 
5.Webinars 
6.Social Media
7.Wikis/Blogs
8.Conferences
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User Engagement: Online User Surveys
Online Survey capabilities provide free, secure, easy-to-use tools to create 
multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank surveys; collect information on user 
communities and establish two-way dialogue.

1Go to www.surveymonkey.com
2Create login 
3Follow directions to create and deliver survey.

Sample survey questions: 

•Describe your position:  Educator, Scientist, Government official, etc.
•Where are you located?
•What publications do you read to learn about advances in your field?
•What websites do you visit to keep up‐to‐date on activity in your field?
•What events or conference do you attend to network with colleagues?

Survey Monkey Online Web Application 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
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User Engagement: Webinars
Virtual conferences in which geographically-dispersed participants can 
communicate in a common place and time.  Webinars provide a platform to 
engage users from disparate locations in real-time sessions to conduct 
briefings, demonstrations or moderated discussion sessions. Several types of 
webinar technologies exist, including those with polling and question/answer 
capabilities.  Less complex webinar requires only a conference call number

Internet‐based Webinar

Discussion conducted over Internet protocol, referencing a shared 

 

document or item on an Internet or Intranet page.  Individuals work 

 

collaboratively on a file, edit content virtually in common workspace
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User Engagement: Handbook for Task Leads
User engagement activities establish and promote awareness of GEO, Earth 
observations, GEO tasks, etc. Overall, the tasks’ activities to reach and engage users 
can broaden the international GEOSS user community. 

Effective, tailored techniques to generate relationships and more active users that 
demonstrate knowledge of the task and participate in efforts to contribute to task 
success.  

Feedback from wide user participation as more users provide responses and input to 
guide selection and customization of products and services.   In some cases, users 
also act as data providers, enhancing the value of their engagement through their 
ongoing contribution.  

Activities and methods to enable users to become more actively involved in a task (e.g., 
providing input or requirements) or directly benefit from the results of a task.  In 
addition, these tools and techniques can be used in conjunction with or in support of 
existing activities, such as workshops and trainings
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User Engagement Handbook

Discussion
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